
your Personal Concierge 
by Naonis Viaggi

Naonis Viaggi,  the only travel agency in Italy chosen by the International Lions Club as 
its main point of reference, proudly presents its new section called Reveal Venice devoted 
to the individual discovery of this enchanted city along with a high quality level of the 
services provided. 

Thanks to our closely selected collaborators, a highly enthusiastic and qualified team 
will realize all your wishes and desires in the most authentic parts of Venice.
Naonis Viaggi renowned experience in the field of LUXURY TRAVEL along with the 
local staff constantly available for any of your needs will guide you to the discovery of the 
places of the soul.

Charming and cozy hotels, noble palaces as the setting of exclusive events, personalized 
tours among shining Murano glasses, ancient perfumes and precious fabrics. But also a 
stroll in the open-air market guided by excellent local chefs. 
In the labyrinth of the calli our guides will get lost with you among old and exciting  
Venetian tales.

Nice addresses, private tours, receptions and cares devoted only to you and your 
loved ones.

Since every traveler is different from one another, with his or her dreams and ideas on 
how to realize them, Reveal Venice offers you a carefully organized service of personal 
concierge before, during and after your staying in Venice.

Because, as Casanova used to say, “Only the ones who possess the keys of the heart 
could open themselves to the most seducing scenarios”.

Our Services:
- Hotel and Private Palaces bookings 
- Wedding and Event planning
- Personal Shopping
- City Guide
- Vip Transfer
- Private dinners and Restaurant bookings 
- Health and Wellness at your choice
- 24/7 Flight ticket and chartering service
- Visa Services for Tourism and Business Travel

Your Local Assistant in Venice 
Francesca Vasti

Reveal Venice by Naonis Viaggi 
via Dante 16

33085 Maniago PN - Italy

PH. +39.0427.701620
info@revealvenice.com
www.revealvenice.com


